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Abstract Deep learning (DL), which includes deep reinforcement learning (DRL), holds great promise for

carrying out real-world tasks that human minds seem to cope with quite readily. That promise is already

delivering extremely impressive results in a variety of areas. However, while DL-enabled systems achieve

excellent performance, they are far from perfect. It has been demonstrated, in several domains, that DL

systems can err when they encounter cases they had not hitherto encountered. Furthermore, the opacity

of the produced agents makes it difficult to explain their behavior and ensure that they adhere to various

requirements posed by human engineers. At the other end of the software development spectrum of methods,

behavioral programming (BP) facilitates orderly system development using self-standing executable modules

aligned with how humans intuitively describe desired system behavior. In this paper, we elaborate on

different approaches for combining DRL with BP and, more generally, machine learning (ML) with executable

specifications (ES). We begin by defining a framework for studying the various approaches, which can also be

used to study new emerging approaches not covered here. We then briefly review state-of-the-art approaches

to integrating ML with ES, continue with a focus on DRL, and then present the merits of integrating ML

with BP. We conclude with guidelines on how this categorization can be used in decision making in system

development, and outline future research challenges.

Keywords machine learning, artificial intelligence, grey box learning, domain knowledge, rules, behavioral

programming, deep reinforcement learning, survey

1 Introduction

Our world depends increasingly on complex systems in medicine, transportation, security, manufactur-
ing, and many more fields. These systems have to make sensitive and safety-critical decisions, often
autonomously, with little or no human intervention. A game-changing breakthrough in system devel-
opment was afforded with the advent of deep learning (DL); see, for example, papers surveying the
application of machine learning (ML) in autonomous vehicles (AVs) [1, 2]. Despite the many advances,
both in ML and in software and systems engineering in general, there are major issues to be addressed
before the techniques for developing trustworthy systems can become routine engineering practice [3, 4].

In [5], additional challenges associated with learning real-world behavior are discussed, associated,
among other things, with (i) the difficulty of obtaining relevant real-world data and behavior from which
to learn, and (ii) the tight real-time constraints on both the learning process and the runtime operation.

Some systems built with ML deal with such challenges by adding rules and procedures anchored in
the domain knowledge of human experts. A central issue that thus arises involves the various ways to
design hybrid decision systems that consider both observed data and domain-expert knowledge [3, 4, 6].
More specifically, on the one hand, data-driven solutions that rely on deep machine learning (DML) are
becoming ever stronger for solving hard problems in real-world applications, but they present challenges
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in explainability, verification, and maintainability. On the other hand, domain-expert knowledge, repre-
sented as executable specifications (ES), does offer explainability, ease of enhancement, and amenability
to formal analysis. ES can be defined using classical procedural programming, structural and behavioral
modeling, rule-based systems, specialized formalisms (such as Statecharts [7], scenario-based program-
ming [8–10], temporal logic [11]), and more. Still, the required expertise in the problem domain is costly
and hard to acquire.

Working with ES is also challenged by the fact that even when the expert knowledge is available,
translating requirements specified in natural language by domain specialists into computer-executable
languages is a difficult and error-prone engineering task. When compared, some DML-based solutions
achieved better results than algorithms crafted carefully by domain experts using ES techniques [12,13].
Some of the difficulties are elucidated by the limited success of early knowledge-based expert systems.
In [14], LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton wrote: “Ultimately, major progress in artificial intelligence will come
about through systems that combine representation learning with complex reasoning...”.

Despite agreement on the desirability of the direction, best practices for such hybrid ML-and-ES designs
are not yet commonly considered to be part of the software-engineering toolbox for AI-based systems [15].

This paper aims to contribute to a foundation for such methods and design approaches. Specifically,
our main contributions are:

(1) A categorization and analysis of ML-ES hybridization approaches.

(2) Guidelines for utilizing this categorization in system development and maintenance.

(3) A spotlight on the relevance of the choice of an ES language to some ML-ES integration approaches.

The paper is structured as follows. We begin by describing the terminology in Section 2. In Sections 3
and 4, we categorize and briefly review approaches to combining ES with ML and deep reinforcement
learning (DRL). In Section 5, we review recent contributions and work in progress in hybrid DRL and
ES designs. In Section 6, we provide guidelines for utilizing this framework in new/existing systems. We
conclude in Section 7.

2 Taxonomy

To differentiate the approaches for combining ML with ES, we use the following taxonomy.

ES. As previously explained, we consider any domain-specific specifications that can be executed,
including classical procedural programming, structural and behavioral modeling, rule-based systems, and
specialized formalisms. In this paper, we focus on the integration of domain knowledge, represented
using ES, with ML. Thus, domain-independent improvements to ML algorithms, such as a novelty-based
intrinsic reward for improving DRL explorations [16,17], are outside its scope. Another field that is out of
the scope of this paper is imitation learning (IL), where given a dataset of the expert demonstrations, IL
tries to imitate the expert behavior for the range of presented scenarios. Although IL integrates domain
knowledge, it does not utilize ES for this task. A survey on IL can be found at [18, 19].

Core technology. The central, core technology of the system, whether it is based on ML, ES, or
both. Consider, for example, an ML-based image recognition system; its core technology is, of course,
ML. Nevertheless, if this system is integrated as a module in the software of a robot developed by
programmers, we would say that the core technology of the robot is an ES. The exact boundaries of
this definition are not formally defined, and often the nature of the core technology is in the eyes of
the beholder. Defining the core technology this way allows us to describe the integration types from
several views, thus supporting different types of systems. This observation is also true for the following
definitions.

ES/ML role. The role of the ES or ML in the system. In the example of an ML-based image
recognition module that is part of a robot, the role of the ES is the system implementation. More
specifically, its role is to assemble the different modules, ES and ML modules. The role of ML is a
module implementation. There are other types of roles, as elaborated below.

Integration phase. The phase in which the executable specifications are integrated with ML. This
can be during the runtime of the system or during the training of the ML model. Some of the runtime
integration approaches may have implications on the design/construction of the system. For example,
constructing an ES-based system, which utilizes ML at runtime to tune parameters of specific behavior,
requires special considerations at design time.
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Table 1 The integration approaches (Sections 3–5) with respect to the taxonomy defined in Section 2

Category section Core tech. ES role ML role Integration phase Integration technique

3.1 Domain-specific task

decomposition and

component assembly

ML/

Hybrid

Assemble ML

and ES

components

Module impl. Design, runtime
Assemble the trained model using

domain-specific knowledge

3.2 Enforcing behavior

during inference
ML

Enforce

behavior
System impl. Runtime

Override the ML inference using,

e.g., rules or formal specifications

3.3 Enforcing behavior

during training
ML

Enforce

behavior
System impl. Training

Use ES to test and verify that

ML meets the specification, retrain

otherwise

3.4 Rule-based data

enhancement of ML

training

ML

Enhance

training

data

System impl. Training
Enrich the raw data or interim

results

3.5 Enriching model

representation using ES
ML

Enhance

training

model

System impl. Training
Incorporate the domain knowledge

within the model representation

3.6 ML-based enhancement

to ES-based systems
ES

System

impl.
Improve ES Design, runtime

Endow local elements with

learning capabilities

4.1 Using ES in a DRL

reward function
DRL

Reward

shaping
System impl. Training

Incorporate domain knowledge in, e.g.,

rules or a probabilistic risk model

4.2 Using ES for environ-

ment simulation
DRL

Environment

simulation
System impl. Training, runtime

Specify a simulator that utilizes

domain knowledge, such as physics

4.3 Using ES for agent

training and represen-

tation

DRL

Enhance

training

model

System impl. Training
Incorporate domain knowledge within

the agent model to enhance training

4.4 Applying domain

knowledge to state

representation

DRL
State

representation
System impl. Training, runtime

Use domain knowledge to abstract

the actual state space (e.g., pixels)

with higher-level properties

4.5 Applying domain

knowledge to safe

learning

DRL
Ensure

safety
System impl. Training

Constrain unsafe actions during

exploration

4.6 Languages for DRL

knowledge specification

and reward shaping

DRL

Reward

shaping

languages

System impl. Training
Languages (not an integration

approach)

5.1 Labor division with

movable walls: composing

ES with ML

Both
Integration

methodology
System impl.

Design, training,

runtime

An agile methodology for developing

complex intelligent systems

5.2 Using BP with SMT

constraint resolution,

context, and deep rein-

forcement learning for

a simplified RoboCup-

type game

ES
System

impl.
Improve ES Design, runtime

Adapt the specification’s parameters

with DRL

5.3 Augmenting deep

neural networks with

scenario-based guard

rules

DRL
Enforce

behavior
System impl. Runtime

Override ML inference using BP

specifications that are amenable to

verification and ensuring both safety

and liveness

5.4 Scenario-assisted

reward-shaping for deep

reinforcement learning

DRL
Reward

shaping
System impl. Training

BP specifications of requirements

and safety constraints, used as a

context-aware reward shaping

function

5.5 Constrained rein-

forcement learning for

robotics via scenario-

based programming

DRL
Ensure

safety
System impl. Training

The ES-imposed costs (like Subsec-

tion 5.4) is separated from the DRL

reward function

Integration technique. The technique used for the integration. For example, the ES can assemble
ML models using domain-specif knowledge, override the inferences of the ML model.

Table 1 summarizes the various integration approaches described in the following Sections 3–5 with
respect to this taxonomy. Figure 1 illustrates high-level examples of integration approaches.

We exclude from the tabular categorization of integration approaches the use of AI and ML for automat-
ing the generation of ES from various forms of non-executable specifications, such as natural language
requirements or examples of simulation logs. Intuitively, such code generation, and AI-assisted devel-
opment in general, exists in a different realm, distinct from considerations of architectural integration,
and deserves a separate analysis, especially in view of rapid developments in this area in the wake of the
proliferation of large language models [20–22].
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Figure 1 High level illustration of selected examples of ML-ES integration approaches. (a) 3.2 Enforcing behavior during inference;

(b) 4.1 using ES in a DRL reward function; (c) 3.6 ML-based enhancement to ES-based systems.

3 ES and ML – a bird’s eye view

In this section, we highlight existing techniques for incorporating ES driven by domain knowledge into
systems based on ML. As will be clear from the cited examples, the boundaries between the categories
listed here are not formally defined; furthermore, several such approaches may be used in a given system.

3.1 Domain-specific task decomposition and component assembly

Domain knowledge can be applied as a design heuristic, influencing how the overall problem is divided
into sub-tasks, and the flow of data between ML and/or rule-based components. For example: in [23], a
complex problem of tracking multiple moving targets is solved by the composition of a number of neural
nets, where the division of work and the composition mechanism are driven by domain knowledge. Specif-
ically, certain recurrent neural networks (RNNs) carry out time-related inferences and state management,
while others (in this case, long short term memory (LSTM) networks) are used within each camera frame
for the combinatorially difficult task of data association – tying observations to objects.

The authors of [24] decomposed the problem into sub-tasks, focusing specifically on human-
understandable concepts, towards streamlining the argumentation of safety issues. In [25], a finite state
machine is used to control the high-level steps in an AV’s lane change and cut-in behavior, and the
behavior within each step is learned.

Such a division of work and composition of components may also include redundancy, performing the
same task using more than one approach, and employing voting or other interweaving techniques to reach
a cohesive system behavior; see, for example, Python Ensembles [26]. The choice of which algorithm (ML
or ES) to use for each of the agents in the ensemble can be domain dependent.

3.2 Enforcing behavior during inference

An approach that stands out among the ways to incorporate domain knowledge into ML applications is
the one in which a “black box” ML-based solution is “wrapped around” by knowledge-based rules that
constrain the system’s action or even enforce particular outcomes in certain situations.

For example, in [27], the decisions of an ML-based controller of an AV are subjected to overriding
domain-specific rules of safety and responsible driving. A sample rule would be “when the AV follows
another vehicle, it must make sure that the distance between the two vehicles is greater than X”, where
a formula for the safety distance X is provided.
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In [28], a similar technique is used: an ML component controls most of the behavior, a baseline-
verified procedural safety controller concurrently computes verified safe behavior, and a third controller
dynamically switches between the two, as needed.

3.3 Enforcing behavior during training

While override rules may enforce a behavior for a certain input, they do not guarantee the correct
behavior for all possible inputs. To verify that a system meets certain requirements, the problem-specific
requirements must obviously be specified formally. For example, in [29], such requirements are provided
as input to verification tools, and repair actions are taken during training when the ML-based system
does not meet a requirement.

In [30, 31], formal scenario-based specifications are used for automated verification and test-case gen-
eration for training ML-based systems.

3.4 Rule-based data enhancement of ML training

In the preceding sections, the integration of ES and ML was carried out after the inference of the ML
model. In other approaches, the integration is in the training phase of developing an ML-based solution.

The most intuitive way to apply rules in training is rule-based data enrichment, where the raw data
or interim results are processed and enriched using domain-specific rules. The output is then fed to
subsequent learning processes.

For example, in [32], the ML process is broken down into a feature-mapping phase and a global
learning phase. Between these two phases, a rule-based step enriches the interim data by domain-specific
processing focused on the interaction between feature-based elements; the approach is demonstrated
therein by electrocardiogram analysis. In [33], an application for sentiment analysis in text augments the
ML data processing using linguistic rules to tag text elements with sentiment-related features. In [34], an
application for processing text in images is described; convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are used to
identify relevant regions. Candidate locations of the text are determined with the assistance of domain-
specific rules, and the text recognition is guided by a vocabulary extracted from image metadata and
other available context information. In [35], recognition of text in images is enhanced using a semantic
module and a language model for enriching the intermediate “bottleneck code” in an encoder-decoder
ML architecture.

Clearly, with or without data enrichment, all supervised learning where the data set used is labeled,
involves domain knowledge, by the very fact that data is labeled. To the extent that some of this
knowledge can be automated to accelerate the training, this would constitute an additional aspect of the
integration of ES and ML. For example, in [36], a system is trained on a labeled data set, but to accelerate
the training process, the data set is iteratively and automatically enhanced with examples derived from
instances that the evolving ML solution has previously classified incorrectly.

In [37], also in supervised learning, the feedback provided by the teacher to the learner, like the loss
function, is enhanced with information resulting from domain-specific rules.

3.5 Enriching model representation using ES

Hu et al. [38] transformed expert knowledge, represented using declarative first-order logic rules, into
the weights of neural networks. This is achieved by forcing the network to emulate the inferences of
a rule-regularized teacher, and evolving both models iteratively throughout the training. The teacher
network is constructed in each iteration by adapting the posterior regularization principle in a logical
constraint setting that provides a closed-form solution.

We provide more DRL-specific examples in Subsection 4.3.

3.6 ML-based enhancement to ES-based systems

An approach dual to that of Subsection 3.4, where ML solutions are enhanced through data enrichment
using domain knowledge, is the one where we augment (largely) procedural solutions by endowing low-level
or local elements with learning capabilities. For example, in [39], a sophisticated adaptive multi-agent
system is enhanced by enabling each individual agent to enhance its own narrow behavior using ML.
Also, in [40], a self-adaptive MAPE-K-based system accelerates its exploration of adaptation spaces –
namely, the exploration of the possible actions at any state – using ML.
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Figure 2 A combined view of approaches for integrating ES and DRL. With ES wrapping the environment, it can be used for:

shaping the reward function (Subsection 4.1), simulating the environment (Subsection 4.2), state representation (Subsection 4.4).

With ES wrapping the agent, it can be used for agent representation (Subsection 4.3) and safe learning (Subsection 4.5).

4 ES with DRL

In this section, we review select approaches to the integration of ES with DRL. Notably, some of the
techniques described in Section 3 are applicable to DRL (e.g., Subsection 3.2), so in this section, we focus
on integration types that are unique to DRL, and which also integrate domain-specific knowledge. In
Section 5, we further narrow down the review to our own work in this area.

A survey concentrating on the application of expert knowledge in the area of DRL for robotic as-
sembly tasks appears in [41]. This survey states the main goals of such an integration, which can be
readily generalized to other application areas: (i) guiding and constraining the exploration process, and
(ii) decomposing the tasks and process into human-understandable components. These goals can both
accelerate the learning process and yield a more interpretable behavior policy.

Figure 2 depicts possible ways to integrate ES with DRL, as we now discuss.

4.1 Using ES in a DRL reward function

By its very nature, training a DRL system requires some incorporation of domain knowledge since the
reward function must know how good or bad each action is under every condition or state. For example,
in training an AV controller, the reward function may have access to the anticipated actions of a human
driver under various conditions, as in “if the distance to leader car is now less than 2 seconds, a human
would have pressed the brake by now”. Or the reward function may assess how desirable or undesirable
each state is, as in “if the distance between two cars is zero and they are moving towards each other (i.e., a
collision occurred), this is bad”. Another case, as in [42], is where the DRL reward function may compute
the reward based on a rich risk model with a variety of road conditions and predictive probabilities of
dynamic changes therein.

4.2 Using ES for environment simulation

DRL depends on having the agent interact with a realistic environment, augmented by reward-function
feedback. Learning in a real-world environment is expensive and risky and is thus often preceded by
extensive learning under simulated conditions. In building such simulators, it is only natural to encode
human assumptions about the environment’s behavior as ES.

For example, in [43], the DRL of an AV agent learns in an elaborate environment simulator (VISSIM)1),
which offers rich programmable control over the environment’s behavior scenarios that are presented to
the learning agent.

Additional simulators are listed in [44], which also provides a glimpse into the kind of domain knowledge
involved in a particular problem. In this case, negotiating a variety of road intersection configurations.

Not all model-and-knowledge-based DRL environments are programmed with ES. For example, in [45],
where an agent learns to play a variety of Atari games, the environment’s behavior is first learned in a
preceding step, using a CNN, from actual screen images. The learned environment behavior is then
executed and simulated in the agent’s learning process.

The design of the particular CNN in [45] employs domain knowledge, as it is carefully crafted to fit
the visual and reactive effects of Atari games, such as image resolution and sampling rate. Nevertheless,
that domain knowledge is not reflected in behavioral rules during simulation.

1) https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutionsproducts/ptv-vissim/.

https://www.ptvgroup.com/en/solutionsproducts/ptv-vissim/
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4.3 Using ES for agent training and representation

Zhang et al. [46] developed a knowledge-guided policy network called KoGuN that combines human prior
suboptimal knowledge with reinforcement learning. Human (suboptimal) knowledge is represented by a
fuzzy rule controller that is fine-tuned using a refine module. The combination of the knowledge controller
and the refine module provide a “warm start” and accelerate learning.

Cao et al. [47] proposed a generalizable logic synthesis framework (GALOIS) to synthesize hierarchical
and strict cause-effect logic programs. It uses a white-box program as the policy to interact with the
environment and collect data for policy optimization. Specifically, the state is encoded as a set of ground
atoms that are given to the agent, which represents a synthesized program. The agent outputs a predicate
that is decoded back to an action. GALOIS adds high-order intelligence (e.g., logic deduction and reuse)
to DRL, providing it with an advantage over mainstream baselines in terms of asymptotic performance,
generalizability, and knowledge reusability across different environments.

4.4 Applying domain knowledge to state representation

In a DRL setting, an agent’s learned behavior is a mapping from each state to an action or a set of
possible actions, each with its own probability. To take relevant actions, the agent must first consolidate
all its sensory inputs with the knowledge of its own internal state, in order to determine the current state.
Since sensory inputs from the real world, like images of an urban or a highway scene, are never identical;
state abstraction, or clustering, must take place. This process often relies heavily on domain knowledge.

For example, in [48], domain knowledge is used to group states that are similar to each other by focusing
on higher-level properties like road configurations, e.g., the number of lanes, and object relationships,
as defined, say, by the distances and directions of cars, or by the identity of the lane that a given car
happens to be in.

4.5 Applying domain knowledge to safe learning

One of the problems in ML solutions, and in reinforcement learning in particular, is safety during the
learning/training process, when the process is carried out in the real world and not on a simulator. As
the agent explores the applicability of certain actions in certain states, it may make unsafe choices.

The extensive survey in [49], which discusses general safety issues in ML and DRL, concentrates in part
on the issue of using safety constraints to guide RL exploration. The survey focuses on the mathematical
techniques of incorporating models or actual data about safety and risks, but does not expand on the
methods and languages used to specify or obtain those models or data.

4.6 Languages for DRL knowledge specification and reward shaping

A specific relevant research area involves the language used to specify the domain knowledge for reward
shaping; i.e., the enriching and refining of reward values and setting the points in time when rewards are
provided to the learner in order to accelerate the convergence of the learning process.

For example, the authors of [50] proposed a specification language designed especially for the compo-
sitional specification of complex control tasks.

An additional language for reward shaping is presented in Subsection 5.4.

5 Behavioral-programming specification with ML

In this section, we review our own contributions to hybrid ES and ML designs. Subsection headings are
adapted from the titles of the main cited articles.

All of these efforts are based on a specific ES paradigm called behavioral programming (BP) – a
modeling approach focused on allowing users to specify the system behavior in a natural and intuitive
manner that is aligned with how humans perceive the system requirements [8–10]. A behavioral program
consists of a set of scenarios (that state what to do) and anti-scenarios (that state what is not allowed to
happen), which are interwoven at runtime, yielding cohesive behavior.

Integrating BP and ML has several merits. The key difference between BP and other ES languages
is its alignment with the requirements, which allows domain-expert to express their knowledge in an
intuitive and agile manner that is aligned with the desired behavior as they perceive it. In addition, BP’s
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semantics allows for applying formal methods for verifying properties of the model. Another advantage is
the ability to traverse the state-space of the model and generate sequences of executions for, e.g., testing
the correctness of the ML model.

5.1 Labor division with movable walls: composing ES with ML

In [6], the authors propose an approach for integrating AI and ES techniques in developing complex,
intelligent systems, in a way that can simplify agile/spiral development and the maintenance processes.
More specifically:

(1) Provide a set of explicit goals for the system, with the ability to check whether or not they are
achieved in a given system run.

(2) When such a check fails, succinctly describe the gap as a new requirement. For illustration, consider
a sports coach or a driving instructor working with an advanced student. Following a student’s action
that seems to the instructor to be a mistake, the latter adds ever more refined goals and rules to improve
the student’s future performance.

(3) As goals are refined and requirements added, as well as when bugs are discovered, add new compo-
nents that precisely address the gap between the revised goals and what the existing system accomplishes.

(4) Aim at an architecture in which independent ES-only components can be readily composed with
independent AI-only components, where each AI or ES component addresses a particular (sub-)goal
without directly interfacing with others.

(5) Repeatedly identify opportunities for completely, or at least partially, replacing AI-based compo-
nents with ES ones. This kind of replacement can be triggered by many things, such as:

• The emergence of a better understanding by engineers and stakeholders of the elements of a particular
goal.

• A demand by engineers or regulators for better visibility of the logic or rationale of specific system
behavior.

• A performance issue that must be corrected.

5.2 Using BP with SMT constraint resolution, context, and DRL for a simplified RoboCup-
type game

In [51], four BP-based controllers are specified for a player in a simplified RoboCup-type game. In one of
the implementations, the BP-based specifications were improved using DRL in a simulated environment
that mimics the real physical game environment. Specifically, the four implementations are:

(1) A simple BP-based controller of the robotic player, with scenarios that guide it as to what actions
to take under various conditions.

(2) An extension of the first implementation that uses the Z3 SMT solver to provide a composition of
behavioral modules based on constraint resolution. For example, in a given state, different scenarios can
impose different constraints on the angle at which the ball should be kicked, and the solver will find (or
compute) the scenario-driven action that complies with all these constraints. This allows for reaching
cohesive composite behavior by incremental development with independent or loosely coupled behavioral
components.

(3) An extension of the first implementation with a set of idioms that subject the executable behavioral
specifications to context. For example, the behavioral requirements and constraints are different in the
following two contexts: (i) the ball is free in the field, and (ii) the ball is held by the opponent. The
idioms enable the use of context information to parameterize multiple general behavior scenarios (like
“go to a target”) dynamically and naturally.

(4) An extension of the first implementation, but with scenarios being endowed with adaptive capabil-
ities based on reinforcement learning. For example, when a scenario specifies what action a robo-player
should take when it is too far from the ball (say, “increase speed”), the parameter defining “too far” is
learned. While requiring a training session, this allows the ES to be more general and more intuitive.

A similar approach to [51] has been done in [52], where reinforcement learning has been applied to
refine the execution mechanism and action selection of BP so that it will achieve certain goals more
efficiently.
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5.3 Augmenting deep neural networks with scenario-based guard rules

In [53], a DNN model is “surrounded” by BP specifications and uses the BP rules to override decisions
made by the DNN model when certain criteria are met, as described in Subsection 3.2 above. The
architecture is as follows:

(1) Override the DNN decisions using a BP policy is implemented by having anti-scenarios that rep-
resent undesired actions emanating from the DNN.

(2) The BP runtime algorithm is modified so that each request behavior is associated with the confi-
dence level of the DNN, and that among all possible behaviors, the one with the highest confidence score
is selected.

(3) The DNN presents itself to the rest of the scenario-based model through a wrapper scenario object
ODNN. This scenario repeatedly waits for environment events that are mapped to DNN inputs and
which can trigger DNN activation. When such an event arrives, ODNN waits for the DNN to complete
its computation and then requests all events that are part of the DNN output and have a nonzero score
or probability.

(4) Other behavioral scenarios can then request additional events and/or block events requested by
ODNN.

(5) During execution, when no additional scenarios exist, the system selects the event with the highest
score. If the DNN assigns the highest score to an event that is currently blocked by the BP specification,
at runtime, the selected event will be the one representing the output with the next-highest score, but
which is not blocked.

This setup enables dealing with both safety and liveness requirements; that is, not doing “bad” things
and eventually doing “good” things. It is also amenable to formal verification.

5.4 Scenario-assisted reward-shaping for DRL

In [54], the authors propose an integration of BP and DRL using a reward-shaping approach that penalizes
the agent when rules are violated, with an unconstrained optimization method. The authors use ES to
express behavioral requirements and safety constraints and apply these to a DRL training process. More
specifically:

(1) The behavioral and safety requirements are specified as BP scenarios; anti-scenarios are used to
indicate undesired behavior.

(2) When an action chosen by the DRL agent is blocked by any scenario, a fixed penalty is directly
reduced from the accrued reward.

The results show that the agent learns to reduce violations of the BP-specified rules substantially.

5.5 Constrained reinforcement learning for robotics via scenario-based programming

In [55], the authors use ES to express the behavioral and safety requirements and apply those to a DRL
training process, similarly to [54]. However, here it is done while keeping the ES-imposed costs separate
from the DRL reward function.

More specifically:
(1) The behavioral and safety requirements are specified as BP scenarios, where BP event blocking is

used to indicate undesired behavior, similarly to [54].
(2) The cost calculation uses a reflection mechanism that checks which events are blocked by which

BP scenarios at any given point in time, and when the DRL agent takes an action that is blocked by
some BP scenario, a related, separate scenario-specific cost component is incremented.

(3) Each scenario is also assigned an upper bound for its costs (namely, the number of allowed viola-
tions).

(4) The separate cost components are used by the learning process as computational constraints, where
the goal is now (i) to maximize the reward, and (ii) to satisfy all the cost constraints, keeping the number
of violations within the allowed bounds, and when this is not possible, to minimize each of the scenario-
specific costs. For this purpose, the authors introduce an optimization of the Lagrangian/PPO DRL
training method [56].

This separation between reward value and different costs saves the designers the difficult, if not impos-
sible, task of manually converting all aspects of desired and undesired behavior into a single numerical
scale, as is typically done in reward shaping.
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Thus, the key advantages of the approach introduced here over that of [54] are:

• It adopts a constraint-driven DRL framework that differentiates between optimizing the main reward
and minimizing costs. This is in contrast to [54], where a single reward penalty is determined ad-hoc by
an unspecified method, and is given when the desired property is violated.

• It defines constraint thresholds independently for each rule/property and handles multiple such
constraints in a uniform way. The method in [54] only allows a global minimization of the total cost.

The results in [55] show a promising method of incorporating BP-based domain-expert knowledge,
which defines constraints and requirements, directly into the DRL training loop, thus effectively mod-
ifying the learned agent policy so that it complies to a high degree with the specified constraints and
requirements.

5.6 From requirements to source code: evolution of behavioral programs

The following is related to the integration of ES with artificial intelligence in general – not specifically ML.
We describe an approach for generating behavioral specifications by means of genetic programming (GP).
GP is a method for iterative optimization of the functionality of a computer program. While the methods
presented here do not directly rely on DL, GP is considered to be a form of artificial intelligence [57],
and the natural selection process of evolution in the biosphere which inspires GP is considered a form of
learning [57–59].

In [60], GP has been used for generating complete behavioral programs from scratch. The authors
defined grammar for context-aware behavioral programs [61] that allowed them to represent behavioral
programs as trees. They also designed viable and effective genetic operators (i.e., mutation and crossover)
that utilize fault-diagnosis techniques [62]. To demonstrate the approach, they evolved complete programs
from scratch of a highly competent O player for the game of tic-tac-toe. While it may seem like a simple
task, automatically generating executable code has a long history of arguably modest success, mostly
limited to the generation of small programs of up to 200 lines of code and genetic improvement of existing
code. Here, the evolved programs were longer, well structured, consisting of multiple, explainable modules
that specify the different behavioral aspects of the program and are similar to handcrafted programs. To
validate the evolved programs’ correctness, they utilized BP’s mathematical characteristics to perform
formal verification and verify the program behavior under all possible execution paths. The analysis
proved that it plays as expected more than 99% of the time.

6 Using the framework in system design and maintenance

The taxonomy described above can assist developers in designing systems and planning upgrades to
existing systems. There are many questions or properties associated with the system and the development
project that affect such ES-and-ML integration decisions. For example:

(1) Is the system at hand fully developed, partially developed, or being assembled from significant
reusable components?

(2) Availability of domain knowledge: access to human experts or existing expert systems, and docu-
mentation, that can provide much domain expertise. Can the existing knowledge be readily encapsulated
and formulated in a programmable form? Is obtaining the necessary domain knowledge a major project
in its own right?

(3) Is there sufficient data available for ML training? Is there an environment suitable for reinforcement
learning?

(4) What human skills, computing resources, and calendar time are available for ML development and
ES development, including iterative ML training and agile development?

(5) How critical are the different criteria for the project: precision/accuracy, performance, explainabil-
ity, development costs, schedules, and maintainability?

Table 2 offers examples of applying such questions to the available domain knowledge and the system
under consideration. Clearly, these factors and design choices are not mutually exclusive, developers have
to weigh and compose these recommendations.
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Table 2 Use-cases for applying the framework

Development use case Applicable design choice

A domain-specific rule is to be added to an already developed ML

system, like handling a new text change in a road sign in a driver

assistance system, or a well-defined behavioral bug, or a succinct

description of a use case that a competitor system failed to handle.

Runtime ES override rules.

A new ML-based system is being developed. However, a single

domain-specific rule constitutes critical safety-related requirements;

both the conditions and actions are readily programmable with ES;

furthermore, stakeholders want to be able to readily demonstrate

that the issue was handled during development.

Implement the rule ES specifications, either

in training or at runtime of the ML system.

The inputs to succinct domain-specific rules are associated with

rich inputs, like interpreting an image or a command in spoken or

typed natural language.

Interpretation of triggers of action rules

will likely be encapsulated in AI/ML

modules.

Multiple domain-specific ES rules are available, but it is not clear

how they should be prioritized or composed relative to each other

and relative to other ML-based recommendations.

The ES rules will likely be incorporated

in the training of the ML system.

A new easily programmed domain-specific rule applies to a narrow,

easily trainable ML component of the application.

Use the rule only to automate the creation

or selection of new training data for the ML

component.

7 Conclusion

Hybrid solutions, combining machine learning, and model-based executable specifications are a promising
avenue to explore in the design of complex intelligent systems [4]. In this paper, we provided a framework
for presenting and studying the various approaches to developing hybrid systems. In addition to guiding
the structure and flow of this paper and assisting in decision-making at development time, our framework
can apparently be used to study new emerging approaches not covered here and perhaps even help trigger
new designs and integration techniques. Furthermore, We believe that with recent advancements in ML,
there are even more opportunities for such hybrid ML-and-ES designs to offer significant advantages over
end-to-end ML.

We surveyed and categorized approaches for such an integration, focusing on the integration of ML
with scenario-based programming, also termed BP – a modeling paradigm designed to allow users to
specify the system’s behavior in a natural and intuitive manner, which is aligned with how humans often
describe requirements. We elaborated on the advantages of BP as a specification approach in this context.

While the various approaches to ES and ML integration offer significant advantages, challenges and
areas for future research remain.

First, we believe that the use of BP in hybrid systems may prove to be handy in providing situation-
aware explanations. Dumas et al. [63] explained the challenges and opportunities in situation-aware
explainability. They use ‘explaining’ as a general term, which could unfold into a variety of articulated
queries, such as: “What are the reasons for performing action T? Why was decision X taken? When was
it concluded that the sub-goal had been attained?” As an inherent step, they note that explainability
should be realized so that its output is presented to the agent, in order for the agent to be able to
understand and accordingly act upon it and the evolving situation inducing it. ES might provide the
missing link for generating situation-aware explanations, since the specifications provide abstractions for
the current state/context and can provide the causality and the consequences of a given fact. We believe
that utilizing the specifications for providing situation-aware explanations is a promising direction. One
possible way to do this is to map domain-independent explanations given by, e.g., SHAP, to the domain-
specific specification.

Second, the hybridization of ES and ML may be streamlined with the future development of standard
design patterns and respective interfaces for facilitating the various categories of integration.

Third, when such integration relies on an incremental addition of domain knowledge or intelligent
capabilities, it is desired to have at our disposal appropriate metrics and methods for measuring the
contribution of such incremental enhancement. Furthermore, developing the ability to estimate such
contribution early on, as part of planning an enhancement, is a nontrivial challenge in its own right.
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